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Exercise 1: Odometry-based Motion Model

Let a robot be equipped with wheel encoders and on-board software that transforms
the physical measuring data into time-discrete odometry measurements 〈δ̂rot1

, δ̂trans, δ̂rot2
〉.

(a) Derive equations for the calculation of the end-pose 〈x′, y′, θ′〉 after a performed
motion 〈δrot1

, δtrans, δrot2
〉 from a start-pose 〈x, y, θ〉.

(b) Let the robot start at pose 〈x, y, θ〉 = 〈0m, 0m, 0◦〉 and obtain the following
subsequent odometry measurements:

δ̂1

rot1
= 10◦

δ̂1

trans
= 3m

δ̂1

rot2
= 10◦

δ̂2

rot1
= −20◦

δ̂2

trans
= 10m

δ̂2

rot2
= −10◦

Please assume perfect measurements and calculate the exact pose of the robot.

(c) How would your pose estimate look like under the following simple error mo-
del? Please draw both movements and pose estimates in one diagram.

δ̂rot1
= δrot1

± εrot1
, εrot1

= 5◦

δ̂trans = δtrans ± εtrans, εtrans = 0.5m

δ̂rot2
= δrot2

± εrot2
, εrot2

= 10◦
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Exercise 2: Landmarks / Triangulation

Patrick wants to test his new pocket GPS system. To get some interesting coordi-
nates of Freiburg he goes downtown and measures the following in metric Gauß-
Krüger-Coordinates (see de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gauß-Krüger-Koordinatensystem):

1. Martinstor: P1 (3414168 m, 5317937 m)

2. Schwabentor: P2 (3414547 m, 5317851 m)

3. Münsterturm: P3 (3414413 m, 5318128 m)

When he arrives at the Bertoldsbrunnen P4, the batteries of his GPS-System stop
working. Fotunately, it is possible to see the tops of of the three towers, so that
Patrick is able to measure the angles α = 55.9◦ between Münster and Schwabentor
and β = 79.7◦ between Schwabentor and Martinstor.

(a) Given that there is no uncertainty in the measurements and the GPS-Coordinates
are nearly Karthesian in the limited area of Freiburg, calculate the coordinates
of the Bertoldsbrunnen.

(b) After these hard calculations, Patrick takes a break at a local bar. Back on
the street, he wants to know where he is to order a taxi. This time, influenced
by the beer break, the estimation of the angles α = 88◦ between Münster
and Schwabentor and β = 144◦ between Schwabentor and Martinstor become
uncertain by an error of ±5%. Try to find out, where the taxi has to pick up
Patrick. (You can find the coordinates of the Freiburg city map at the website
http://www.freiburg.de/cityguide/)
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